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The Bells are ringing  . . the children are singing  . . And in the daylight hours the Elf on a Shelf watches over.   
Are they naughty or are they nice . . hmmm  (Really kids . .he is just waiting for a yummy plate of cookies.)
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THE ELF ON A SHELF ORNAMENT - 6.5 inches 
Color Suggestion Chart 

INSTRUCTIONS - PLEASE READ EVERYTHING BEFORE BEGINNING

Referring to Color Chart above use Shape Flex & Steam-A-Seam Lite fusible webbing and cut out all. 


1) First be sure that Shape Flex is not at all wrinkled.  Trace Bell BG Template onto the smoother side of  a 
5.5” x 7” piece of Shape Flex Light fusible interfacing.  Cut out just outside of line.  Place bumpy side of 
Shape Flex onto the Wrong Side of your 5.5” x 7” piece of Off White wool.   Smooth out and press to 
wool.  Cut out Bell shape on traced line.


2) POSITION, APPLIQUE & EMBELLISH:  Position pieces as shown in Layout. Fuse in place.  Fuse 
lightly over areas where any of the wool pieces overlap so that overlap wool lines are not prominent.  
Note that the Head piece is tilted and lays directly above Jacket/Collar top.  Floss colors are underlined.

a. With matching sewing thread BLS around Head, Ears and Hands. Face will be done later. Do the 

same around cotton Stockings.

b. On the bottom edge of Pants and Hat do a 1/8” BLS in Green.  SS a Green line across top edge of 

BLS.  Now with Red, BLS around the remaining edges of Pants, Hat, and Jacket.

c. With Green BLS around Collar. Add White French knots at each of the 5 points.   Add tiny Black line 

to tip of Hat. Hanging from line add Hat Pom Pom on with a Green French knot.

d. Black, BLS Belt & Shoes.  Define the Black Belt Buckle shape with an outside and inside row of SS.  

Add a Grey straight stitch as a metal belt prong.  Add Red French knot Bells to tip of each toe.

e. Grey, BLS Shelf

f. FACE: First draw features with a disappearing ink marker.  Stitch Hair with Dark Brown.  With Black 

sewing thread stitch Nose line.  With Red take 2 joining stitches for Mouth.  Dampen to remove 
marking lines and let dry.  Fuse tiny Eye Circles and stitch Black French knot Eyes looking up & over.  
You can powder rouge cheeks when ornament is complete.


4) BACKGROUND: Lay your appliquéd ornament Right Side Down down on the lined side of a sheet of 
Steam-A-Seam Light fusible webbing.  Trace around it very close to the edge.  Cut out just a hair inside 
of traced line.  Remove the plain paper side and place the sticky side on the back of your ornament 
matching all edges and making sure webbing does not extend beyond ornament edges.  Very lightly 
fuse. Now remove the traced paper and center ornament on right side of your 5.5” x 7” piece of black 
wool.  Black wool should extend equally from Ornament along all edges.  From the backside lightly fuse 
the two together.  Fuse more securely around the outside edges.   Trim the outside edge of the Black 
Bell shape a generous 1/8” out from White Bell edge.  With Red, BLS together around Off White Bell 
shape.  With Black do a firm BLS around outside edge of Black Bell edge. Optionally you can add some 
scattered small Off White French knots for snow.


5) FINISHING: WIRE HANGER: Twist two 9" pieces of 24 gauge wire tightly together.  With pliers roll up about 1" 
at one end into a spiral, shape similarly to hanger shown in photo, twist at bottom, and then spiral the last 1" or 
so as the first - may have to snip off some excess wire.  Paint Black.  Attach to top.  BELL: Use a small red pom 
pom and dangle from center bottom.  Buttons or jingle bell could also be used.


 1   Bell Shaped BG: Off White & Black   (5.5” x 7” piece of each) 5   Belt & Shoes: Black 
 2   Elf Pants, Shirt, Cap: Red 6   Collar & Hat Pom Pom: Green  
 3   Head, Ears, Hands:  Skin Tone Monks Cloth 4   Shelf:  Grey 
 4   Stockings: Greenish Grey woven cotton  5   Eye Circles: Scrap of Grey fabric (or wool)  

SUPPLIES & NOTES 
MISCELLANEOUS:  Some are optional.   Disappearing ink marker; Steam-A-Seam2 Lite fusible web (or your 
favorite); Pellon Shape Flex light fusible interfacing;   two 9” pieces of 24 gauge wire plus black paint; small red felt 
ball.
STITCHING:   Except where noted, stitching was done with 1 strand Valdani #12, in coordinating colors.  Suggested 
general floss colors are underlined in each section.   Blanket Stitch = BLS; WS=Whip Stitch;   SS=Stem Stitch.  
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BELL SHAPE TEMPLATE
FOR OFF WHITE BACKGROUND
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HAND, BOOT, STOCKING 
Cut 1 and then 1 in reverse.
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1” Test

Should print
as 1 inch 
square.

ELF LAYOUT  -  BELL SHAPE TEMPLATE  - APPLIQUE 
TEMPLATES NOT REVERSED

Please read ALL instructions before cutting out.
All but BELL Template need to be REVERSED when using fusible 

webbing to cut out.
Some broken lines indicate overlapping of pieces.  Extend to broken 

lines when cutting out.

ELF LAYOUT
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